Voqal Invests $170,000 to Advance Racial and Social Equity in Oregon

October 29, 2020, Oregon — Voqal is excited to announce grants to seven organizations working in Oregon to create a more racially and socially equitable state. The grants to Asian Pacific American Network of Oregon (APANO), Building Power for Communities of Color, Latino Network Action Fund, Unite Oregon Action, Oregon Futures Lab, Imagine Black, and PCUN reflect Voqal’s commitment to supporting the changemakers working to address the racial and social inequities that have come into sharp focus during the ongoing pandemic of police brutality and rising white supremacy.

Asian Pacific American Network of Oregon ($20,000)
Asian Pacific American Network of Oregon is a statewide, grassroots organization, uniting Asians and Pacific Islanders to achieve social justice. With support from Voqal, it is mobilizing the political power of Asians, Pacific Islanders, and communities of color to support progressive policies and candidates.

Building Power for Communities of Color ($20,000)
Building Power for Communities of Color addresses the socioeconomic disparities, institutional racism, and inequity of services experienced by families, children, and communities of color. It also organizes its communities for collective action resulting in social change to obtain self-determination, wellness, justice, and prosperity. With Voqal’s support, it will continue to build the infrastructure needed to support ballot initiatives that are in line with its mission.

Latino Network Action Fund ($20,000)
Latino Network Action Fund lifts up and advocate for the voices of the Latina/o community in Oregon. It works to advance policy solutions to support current and historically underserved communities in the areas of education, immigration, criminal justice reform, electoral engagement, and climate justice.

Unite Oregon Action ($20,000)
Unite Oregon Action works across urban and rural divides to build a unified political intercultural movement for justice in Oregon. It is led by people of color, immigrants, refugees, rural communities, and people experiencing poverty.

Oregon Futures Lab ($50,000)
Oregon Futures Lab lifts up leaders of color to enter public office and govern effectively. Grounded in principles of racial justice, its work is built on disrupting the ideas of who is best positioned to lead and how leaders are found. It finds people deeply committed to
the community — people who understand the root causes of racial injustice and offer solutions. Those leaders then pass legislation that works for everyone to thrive, be safe, and live their fullest life.

**Imagine Black ($20,000)**
Imagine Black helps the Black community imagine the alternatives it deserves and build its political participation and leadership to achieve those alternatives.

**PCUN ($20,000)**
PCUN works to empower farm workers and working Latinx families in Oregon by building community and increasing Latinx representation in elections and policy advocacy on both the national and state levels. Voqal’s grant is helping support PCUN’s electoral organizing program, Accion Politica PCUNista (APP).

Voqal is honored to support these organizations as they work tirelessly to create a more racially and socially just Oregon.

*Voqal is a national collaboration of EBS (Educational Broadband Service) licensees that work to advance social equity by creating an educated, empowered, and engaged public. Voqal makes grants and impact investments, expands internet access and digital equity, offers fellowships, and protects the public airwaves. Our efforts focus on the education and enrichment of all, not just those who are well-off socially, economically, and politically.*